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can Reformed Presbyterians, resulting in the establishment
of forty schools and in the baptism of a few individuals.
But the government, acting even more forcibly than it had
with the Druses, closed the schools, drafted the converts
into the army, and pronounced the entire people to be
Mohammedans.1 Thus the work among the Nuseiriyeh
was entirely checked.
In Palestine proper, there are at least eighty thousand
Jews at the present day. In Syria there are some sixty
thousand. Taken as a whole the Palestinian Jews hardly
concern our present work, for they form no organic part of
the native inhabitants of Turkey. They use Arabic only
when they are forced to communicate with the natives;
they preserve to a large extent the manners and customs of
the various European ghettos from which they come; and
probably the great majority of them are not Turkish sub-
jects. Since 1490 Safed, indeed, has been without inter-
ruption the home of Jews; but with the exception of one
family or clan the Hebrew inhabitants speak no Arabic.
On the other hand, they have practically forced their Moslem
neighbors to speak the language of the Bible. How far
this use of biblical Hebrew in Safed has been due to the
stimulus of Zionism I am not aware, but it is certain that
owing to this movement biblical Hebrew has greatly spread
in Palestine, being used even in business correspondence
between Zionist banks. The present large Jewish popula-
tion in Jerusalem is largely clue to the enforced exodus from
Russia and Roumania after the fierce persecutions of 1882.
The Arabic-speaking Jews, to the number of some five thou-
sand, are mainly from Yemen. There are some ten thousand
Jews scattered in about thirty-three agricultural colonies,
found almost literally from Dan to Beersheba, but they live
practically isolated from their Arab neighbors even when
they employ these as workmen.
Mission work has been conducted among the Hebrews
of Palestine since 1825 by the London Society for Promotion
of Christianity among the Jews. The centre of operations
is Christ Church in Jerusalem, built in 1849, when there was
1 See Eichter (op. cU.), p. 209.

